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Countries making a transition to democracy or a
market economy receive a lot of free advice, and
more than a tew visits, from more experienced
"friends." Some of this counsel covers the big ideas
of our time: Learn how to write a constitution in six
months or less! Now available, "Contract
Hnforcenient and Property Rights for Dummies."
Going on such a mission sounds important and
exciting.

But given my experience and interests, my most
likely ticket to a country in transition is banking
supervision and regulation.' With a turn ()\' the
political winds in, say, sub-Saharan Africa, I could
be jetting off to help strengthen how a countr}'
monitors the financial condition of its banks.

Now, in truth, I've always had doubts about the
importance, excitement and, particularly, the
sequencing of such trips. Bestsellers tell me to trust
my instincts, and my gut says that nations (and their
advisers) should make private contract enforcement
or anti-government corruption efforts a priority
over strengthening bank supervisory powers.
Colleagues who have gone on such trips have the
same reaction.

But the economics of banking suggests that my
gut could be wrony about this. Unfettered
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markets can, in theory, produce undesirable results,
like bank panics. Bank regulation, done right, can
lostcr the development of a healthy banking system.
And a more robust banking system can contribute
to greater economic growth and higher standards of
living. We're back to big ideas.

In Rethinking Bank Rcgtilntion, lames Barth,
CJerard C^aprio and Ross Levine take a serious, for-
mal and important look at competing views of
banking regulation. They place my anxiety about
emphasizing bank regulation in the context of the-
ories where rulers and their cronies have a "grab-
bing hand"—that is, where political leaders look
more to their personal interests than to the public's.
They then juxtapose this private interest view of
regLihition with one where regulation serves the
public interest.
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The authors note that "[o]ur main contribution Is to assembie a new database on bank reguiation

and supervision around the world, so that researchers and policy makers can for the first time

compare what countries actually do and assess which policies work best to improve human welfare.

To jtidge between these conflicting views, Barth,
Caprio and Levine collected survey data on supervi-
sory practices, rules, organization and the like trom
roughly 150 countries. (Their most recent question-
naire had about 275 questions!) They then carried
out a series of statistical tests to see how supervision
affects outcomes that countries care about. They
conclude that the standard features of banking
supervision and regulation do not reduce—and may
even increase—the chance that countries experience
banking crises. Nor do these rules and regulations
lead to more developed banking sectors or more effi-
cient banks. These findings are, according to the
authors, consistent with private interest views and
the fact that "few countries have highly developed
democratic institutions" (p. 13). In contrast, policies
that enable private markets to better monitor banks
and that encourage private actors to "discipline"
banks are associated with desirable outcomes.

This stark finding has begun to work its way into
the supervisory conscioustiess. hi a recent speech,
the head of supervision for the state of New York,
Diana L. Taylor, referred to Rethinking Bank
Regulation, saying that it concludes that "some
[banking regulation] does not work very well."^
Taylor summarizes the book by quoting from it:
"The overriding message is that simply strengthen-
ing direct official oversight of banks may very well
make things worse, not better, in the vast majority
of countries."

I can envision observers of banking and banking
supervisors citing such summary statements from
the book to support it or dismiss it. Others may
even try to boil it down further: "Banking regula-
tion is not good!"

But, in fact, the book resists such definitive sum-
maries, and by saying that I'm not implying,
obliquely, that readers should avoid this book. I am
glad I read it, and 1 believe it will influence banking
research to come. Rethinking Bank Regulation
should also influence policymaking; its authors
argue compellingly that supervisory best practice in
a well-developed country may prove harmful in a
less-developed country. Moreover, its empirical
approach to studying supervision sets a standard
for those wishing to recommend one set of supervi-
sory policies over another.

At the same time, the authors have taken on

many challenges, some of which seem nearly insur-
mountable. Consider one. Their goal is to isolate
the effect that supervision—even some fairly spe-
cific forms of supervision—has on outcomes like
banking crises. But countries with supervisory
regimes linked to crises could have other factors
(for instance, corrupt governments) that are also
associated with crises. And these nonsupervisory
factors might even cause undesirable supervisory
regimes. Barth, Caprio and Levine recognize these
problems and use sophisticated statistical
approaches to address them, but they must still pro-
vide significant caveats to their mo.st important
findings.

Ironically, this limitation is another reason that
policymakers, their staffs and policy analysts ought
to read the book. Otherwise, they will have an
incomplete understanding of results that others are
sure to cite. But enough of my exhortations. Barth,
Caprio and Levine believe that regulation works
best when it facilitates rnarket forces, and providing
reliable data is one way to do so. In that vein, I offer
a few guiding questions and answers to give
prospective readers a sense of whether they'd bene-
fit from reading the book.

Question 1: Do you find data on banking
supervision relevant to your job or interests?

A book titled Rethinking Bank Regulation isn't
aimed at the average reader, but the question still
seems a fair one for determining its audience. And
interest in banking-related data will go some way in
defining that audience. Almost at page one the
authors note that "[o]ur main contribution is to
assemble a new database on bank regulation and
supervision around the world, so that researchers
and policy makers can for the first time compare
what countries actually do and assess which policies
work best to Improve human welfare" {p. 4). I agree,
and I believe this justifies my reading the book. I
particularly appreciate that the authors have
included a CD of their database along with the
book. Commenting on supervisory rules across
countries absent these data would be hard to imag-
ine—not that absence of data has ever prevented
such comments, including my own.

Here are a few statistics from the book that pro-
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In Rethinking Bank Regulation, Joseph Stiglitz seems to be the poster child for the public interest

view of banking regulation. Adherents to this view, according to Barth, Caprio and Levine, believe that

as long as a market failure exists, government intervention can lead to improvements to society.

vide a sense for the data and for how differently coun-
tries approach banking and hanking supervision.

• Governments in low-income conntries (e.g., Chad
and Camhodia) reject nearly half of the applica-
tions submitted by banks seeking to enter their
banking markets. The rejection percentage for
high-income countries is aronnd 3 percent.

• Ahout the same niiinbcr of countries (69) set tip
their central hanks as the sole hank supervisory
agency as do not provide the central hank with
any supervisory power (61).

•The percentage of hanking assets in a country con-
trolled by government-owned banks remains high
in a few countries (at least at the time of the sur-
vey). Government-owned banks in C^hina,
Turkmenistan and Algeria, for example, con-
trolled nearly 100 percent of banking assets. In 50
of 136 countries, however, the percentage of bank-
ing assets controlled via government hanks is zero,
and the median is about 5 percent. (Rounding
must explain the 0 percent for the United States;
the Bank of North Dakota is the self-reported only
state-owned bank in ihe United States.-^)

More interesting than these random facts are the
groupings that countries seem to fall into. Those
countries with mainly government-owned banks
also tend to restrict the activities of banks in their
country more than countries where banking assets
are controlled hy private domestic and/or foreign
banks. And the countries with more restrictions on
banks are generally the same as those rejecting new
entrants into the banking market. Barth, Gaprio and
Levine comhine the survey data with other charac-
teristics of countries and tnid further linkages. For
example, the restrictive, government banking coun-
tries also tend to have higber levels of corruption as
assessed hy a World Bank working paper."*

Question 2: Do you read compilations
and/or reference books?

Rethinking Bank Regulation is a reference book in at
least three ways.

• The book contains the data iust mentioned.

• The authors hold the hook out as a collection of
essays. As noted in the introduction, "This book

does not have to be read from beginning to end.
... [A] hhough the chapters tit togeiher, we believe
they stand sufficiently alone so that readers with
different hackgrounds and interests can use the
book to achieve different goals" (p. 17). But to the
degree that statement encourages readers to skip
the thorough discussion of metht)dology, I don't
agree. Since Barth, Caprio and Levine make a
point of highlighting potential concerns ahout
their work, anyone tempted to cite just the find-
ings should read the whole thing.

• The book brings together related work issued pre-
viously.-' Not surprisingly, it captures work by
Barth, Caprio and Levine. In addition, all of the
authors worked for or are affiliated with the World
Bank. Economists at the World Bank have
churned out a significant number of papers on
similar topics, and the hook hrings together tbe
findings of much of that work as well.

Whether or not these traits are selling points for
the book depends on your working style and your
experience with and opinion of that literatLU'e.

Question 3. Which Nobel laureate most informs
your view of banking regulation; Stigler (1982),
Stiglitz (2001) or both?

Joseph Stiglitz gained fame as an economist for,
among other accomplishments, modeling how
markets, particularly credit markets, can fail to
operate optimally when all parties to a transaction
do not have the same level of information. This
prohlem ol "asymmetric information" can lead to
undesired tmtcomes that could he improved, in the-
ory, by government intervention. As the Nohel
committee put it, Stiglitz and his co-authors "have
time and again substantiated that economic models
may be quite misleading if they disregard informa-
tional asynmietries. Their common message has
been that in the perspective of asymmetric infor-
mation, many markets take on a completely differ-
ent guise, as do the conclusions regarding appropri-
ate forms of pubhc-sector regulation."''

In Rethinking Bank Regulation, Stiglitz seems to
be the poster child for the public interest view of
hanking regulation. Adherents to this view, accord-
ing to Barth, Gaprio and Levine, helieve that as long
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As expressed by Barth, Caprio and Levine, the public interest view seems more like their straw man

than a true competing argument. Elected officials and supervisors espouse the public interest view

on occasion, but do many economists hold it?

as a market failure exists, government intervention
can lead to improvements to society. They write,
"[M]any economists (e.g., Atkinson and Stiglitz,
1980) stress that, in the presence of information
and transaction costs, governments can improve
social welfare hy ameliorating these market imper-
fections through coordinating the activities of
many of society's actors. Thus, some stress that a
powerful government is the only mechanism for
easing severe market imperfections" (p. 179,
emphasis added).

Who then represents the competing private
interest view? Cieorge Stigler vk'(.)uld be a good place
to start, and the authors do so. Stigler hypothesized
that "in practice, some regulations protect firms,
organizations and professional and occupational
groups—i.e., producer interests—instead of the
general public that, according to stated motives,
they were intended to protect."' This view has long
made economists a hit skeptical ahout the ability of
regulators to correct market failure.

The work of another Nobel Prize winner, James
Buchanan (1986), also comes to mind. According to
the Nobel committee, Buchanan argued that
"[i]ndividuals who behave selfishly on markets can
hardly behave wholly altruistically in political life.
This results in analyses which indicate that political
parties or authorities that to at least some extent act
out of self-interest, will try to obtain as many votes
as possible in order to reach positions of power or
receive large budget allocations."^

Stigler, Buchanan and others have thus shown
that we cannot take for granted that governments
will act in the interests of society as a whole.
Governments may act at the hehest of interest
groups or firms, taking actions that enrich them. Or
they may act for the benefit of government employ-
ees or policymakers. Barth, Caprio and Levine's
data analysis leads them to conclude that Stigler
and Buchanan have it right. The structure of bank-
ing regulation and policy in most of tbe world ulti-
mately henefits the private interests of government
offieials, bankers and perhaps otbers. If you don't
find that view credible no matter what data or
analysis you read or if yt)u were already convinced
of that view before picking the hook up, you may
find Rethinking Bank Regulation less than uselul.

Given the dates of the Nohel prizes just men-
tioned, the private interest view is clearly not novel,
indeed, textbooks, which typically offer a lagging
indicator on ideas, refiect the private interest view;
the first textbook on policy analysis I open {also the
only one 1 own) includes a chapter on "Limits to
Puhlic Intervention: Government Failures.'"^ As
Barth, Caprio and Levine make clear, these views
are also not novel when it comes to the specifics of
banking. "Many others have cautioned against rely-
ing on official supervision and urged policy makers
to focus on strengthening private monitoring" (p.
308).'" In part because these arguments seem well-
established, I found the dueling theories part of the
hook excessive, although certainly not so distract-
ing as to prevent me from reading it. The strength
of the book is its data, descriptions and empirical
bent. University of Chicago Professor lohn
Cocbrane, speaking generally (not with regard to
Rethinking Bank Regulation), captures my com-
plaint better than I can:

In most papers, the "main result" is empirical.
There may be some theory or a model but ij you
(or the editor!) ask "does this paper expand our
knowledge of economic theory?" the answer is
"no." The theory is there to help understand the
empirical work. Following the rule, then, the theo-
ry must be the minimum required for the reader
to understand the empirical results.^'

Moreover, as expressed by Barth, Caprio and
Levine, the puhlic interest view seems more like
their straw man than a true competing argument.
Elected officials and supervisors espouse the puhlic
interest view on occasion, but do many economists
bold it? Does Stiglit/, who sees many more market
failures than I do, really believe that perceived mar-
ket failures always justify some government action?

I have not carefully reviewed Stiglitz's work on
this topic, but consider the following statement
from an article he wrote laying out his view of
hanking regulation:

The problem is that all too often, regulation goes
beyond efforts to enhance the safety and sound-
ness of banking systems. There are, for instance,
frequent attempts to repress competition that are
not justified by the objective oj increasing fran-
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IThe authors] use "regressions"—a statistical tool that links something you care about... with

potential explainers ... to analyze their cross-country data.... Cross-country regressions of this sort

are subject to a number of criticisms, many of which the authors themselves discuss.

t"/j/,s-t' value to enhance prudential behavior.
Incumbents in any industry try to protect them-
selves against the pressures oj new entrants.
Although a wide array of arguments are brought
to bear in support of such contentions, it should be
clear that these are typically no more than self-
serving arguments of special interest groups
attempting to maintain their monopoly rents. ^-

Question Four: Do you have strong feelings about
the statistical tools that many economists use to
explain cross-country differences?

Barth, C^aprio and Levine use "regressions"—a sta-
tistical tool that links something you care about
(e.g., test scores, inllation) with potential explainers
(e.g., how much you study, how nuich money the
government prints}—to analyze their cross-country
data. This method falls in a long tradition used to
explain why some countries grow faster than others.
Levine, in particular, has heen an important con-
tributor to this literature in examining links
between the financial sector of an economy and
economic growth. In Rethinking Bank Regulation,
the authors use regressions tt) explain how differ-
ences in bank regulation intluence hanking crises,
tbe robustness of the banking system and the like.

Cross-country regressions of this sort are subject
to a number of criticisms, many of which the
authors themselves discuss.

One concern flows from their absence of a math-
ematical model-hased theory. Absent a theoretical
model, some economists—particularly those from
the "Minnesota" school—would surely argue that
the results found by Barth, Caprio and Levine defy
ready interpretation as they could be consistent
with multiple models.'-^

A related and particularly important concern is
the dilficulty of disentangling the effects of hank
regulation and other factors on key outcomes. As
tbe authors recognize:

[Sjome may note that there is a positive correla-
tion between policemen and crime. This does not
imply policemen cause crime. Rather, it implies
that societies engage policemen to curb crime. In
the case oj bank regulation, inefficient, unstable,
and corrupt banking systems may attract regula-
tors to address these ills. From this perspective, it is

wrong to attribute poor banking to regulatory
restrictions on bank activities and competition,
ojjicial supervisory power, and goveriunent own-
ership of banks (p. 253).

Barth, C^aprio and Levine use a variety of statisti-
cal techniques ttt address concerns about the "third
factor" and cause-and-effect confusion. However,
these corrections face important limitations and
raise reasonable doLibts about Robustness of find-
ings." The authors and others have called for dif-
ferent approaches, especially country-specific stud-
ies, to try to untangle the thicket ol potential causes
of had outcomes.'"'

hinally, tbe authors list several important but
fairly specific concerns with the context in which
these tests occur.

•They refiect rules on the hooks rather than actual
practices, (liven their aim to "compare what coun-
tries cio," that's a significant weakness.

• They feed data from different time periods into
the models.

• They aggregate survey data into a variety of sum-
mary measures wbich may or may not make
sense. Also, the variables measured may or may
not be good proxies for what the authors really
want to measure."'

While these concerns fall outside any douhts ahout
cross-country regressions per se, they add to the
overarching cautittn one should take when examin-
ing the results.

None of these concerns means that Rarlb,
Caprio and I.evine are wrong. The burden of proof
falls on those who want to challenge their results.
And by using standard, frequently-puhlished-in-
esteemed-journals approaches, the authors have
set a high bar.

At the same time, these critiques mean that we
cannot he entirely confident that the authors have it
right, a tact which they do not hide.'" Readers sim-
ply repeating their findings without thinking care-
fully about the caveats raised do themselves a dis-
service. Those who want lo apply these findings
(based on analysis ot many countries typically less
developed than the United States) to the United
States should be especially careful to read the
authors' analysis tbtirtuighly.
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While I don't read Barth, Caprio and Levine as proving fhe failure of U.S. bank regulafory policies,

they do challenge fhe standard review process. They ask fhe key question abouf exisfing regulafions:

Are they making us better off? Supervisors have an obligation to take fhe question seriously.

Question Five: Do you believe that
economics simply proves the obvious?

Some disparage economic research for simply prov-
ing tbe ohvious. Newspapers reported that econo-
mist James Tobin, a pioneer in explaining the
importance of diversified asset allocation, won the
Nobel Prize for determining that all eggs should not
go in one basket.'^ Sucb criticism misses the mark.
Economic research has shown that popular predic-
tions of cause and effect often get it wrong.
Mandating lower rents can lead to less low-cost
housing, limiting trade to help a country's citizens
can actually reduce their welfare and so on.

Even confirming the "ohvious" has henefits.
Sometimes we simply need to remind ourselves and
our policymakers ahout the simple truths. Human
nature seems to encourage ec]uating the complicat-
ed witb tbe effective when, in fact, implementing
tbe simple plan may prove more desirable.

So what important (if obvious) points did this
book leave witb me?

Bartb, Caprio and Levine stress the importance
of tailoring banking policy to the institutional and
political setting of a country. Where governments
loot, for example, do not estahlisb hanking policies
that facilitate tbe crime. 1 doubt hanking regulation
provides the key tool for looting, but why make it
easier for autocrats to steal? The authors also con-
front institutions that issue best-practice guidance
for banking regulation. These best-practice lists
shouldn't offer a fig leaf to countries. Rather, to the
degree to wbicb they do not already, these lists
should clarify the political, economic and legal
foundations and the infrastructure a country must
have before adopting the best practices in hank reg-
ulation.

Barth, Caprio and Levine also force readers to
take a "zero-based" review of hanking policies. In
the United States, new banking policies seem to
receive the bulk of whatever benefit/cost review
occurs; banking supervisors look over existing reg-
ulations to determine if and how they could
become more efficient. But such reviews do not
typically lead to the elimination or significant scal-
ing back of existing regulatory policies, such as
those governing entry into banking.

While I don't read Barth, Caprio and Levine as

proving the failure of U.S. bank regulatory policies,
they do cballenge tbe standard review process. They
ask the key question about existing regulations: Are
tbey making us better off? Supervisors have an obli-
gation to take the question seriously.

Conclusion
Done poorly, supervision can retard tbe standard of
living. It seems particularly tragic to get supervision
wrong in developing countries where living stan-
dards already languish. How then to figure out what
constitutes "right" supervision?

Barth, Caprio and Levine take on that important
task empirically, and they substantially improve on
efforts that have relied on little more than intuition,
assertions or anecdote. After reading this book, no
one could justify tbe application of common super-
visory standards to developing countries simply
because "rich countries do it."

That does not mean tbat the authors have had
tbe last word. Opinions on tbe effect of one policy
on a country's outcomes wben the outcomes and
the other policies of the country come wrapped in
a bard-to-unwind ball of rubber bands come witb
great imeertainty. Rethinking Bank Regulation is no
exception. Changing supervisory processes without
changing underlying legal, political and institution-
al structures might not offer much hope to a coun-
try. Even before Rethinking Bank Regulation was
published, the authors' cross-country data and
analysis had a bigb profile in hanking economics. I
expect that tbis book will raise tbat profile still fur-
tber and will interest even more analysts in trying to
improve banking supervision. Greater riches
should result. 0

Endnotes

' For simplicity's sake, I will use the terms "regulation" and
"supervision" interchangeably.

- See "Superintendent Taylor Addresses NYBA Members on
lnteragency Cooperation and Cxinsumer Protection," April
6, 2006. Available at www.banking.state.ny.us/sp060406.htm.

•' See www.banknd.nd.gov/bndhome.isp.

** See Daniel Kaufmann, Aart Kraay and Pablo Zoido-
Lobaton, "Governance Matters," Policy Research Working
Paper 2196, World Bank, 1999.
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^ For examples, sec James R. Barlh, derard ('aprio |r. and
Ross i-cvine, "Bank Regulation: What Really Works," Miikeri
Institute Review 7, Fourth Quarter 2005, 56-76; lames R.
Barth, tJerard (Caprio |r. and Ross Jxvine, "Bank Regulation
and Supervision: What Works Best?" Journal oj Financial
Intermediation 12, April 2004, 205-48; Thorsten Beck, Asli
Demirgui^-Kunt and Ross Levine, "Bank Supervision and
Corruption in Lending," journal of Monetary Fcononiics 53,
November 2006, 2131-2163; lames R. Barth, Gerard Caprio
Jr. and Ross Levine,"Banking Systems Around the (llobc: Do
Regulation and (.)wncrship Affect Pertbrtnance and
Stability?" in Financial Supervision and Regulation: What
Works and What Doesn't? ed. Frederick Mishkin, National
Bureau of Fconomic Research, 2001.

^ See Sveriges Riksbaiik Prize in Fconomic Sciences in
Memory of Alfred Nobel 2001, Inlorniation for the Public.
Available at http://nobelprize.org/nobei_prizes/economics/
laureates/200]/public, html,

^ See press release, Oct. 20, 1982, at http://nobelprizc.org/
nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/!982/press.htmL

" See press release, Oct. 16, 1986, at http://nobelprize.org/
nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/19S6/press.htnil.

^ See David L, Weimer am! Aidan R. Vining, Policy Analysis:
Concepts and Practices. Prentice Hall, 1998.

'" The "others" referenced In this quote are generally cur-
rent/former members ot or otherwise affiliated with the
Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee. See www.aei.org/
research/shadow/a bout.

' ' See John iL Cochrane, "Writing Tips for Ph.lX Students,"
June H, 2005, at faculty.chicagogsb.edu/john.cochrane/
research/Papers/index.htm. I find Cochrane's title deceptive.
Even the most experienced economist or analyst would ben-
efit from these tips.

'- See loseph F. Stiglit/, "Principles of Financial Regulation:
A Dynamic Portfolio Approach," World Bank Research
Observer 16, Spring 2001, p. 16.

'-* For an example ot such a critique, see Peler |. Klenow and
Andres Rodriguez-Clare, "Fconomic Growth: A Review
Essay," journal oj Monetary Economics 40, December 1997,
597-617.

'•̂  Vox example, see Steven Durlaut, Paul A. lohnson and
Jonathan R.W. 1 em pie, "Growth Econometrics," in
Handhook oj Economic Growth, Vol. I A, ed. I'hilippe Aghion
and Steven N. Durlauf, 2005, North-Holland, pp. 638-40.
For a discussion ot similar issues in a different book review,
see r^aron Acemoglu, "Constitutions, Politics and
F,conomics: A Review Essay on Pcrsson and 'Fabellini's The
Economics Efjecis of Constitutions," in journal of j-'conoinic
iiteralure 4?>, December 2005, 1025-48.

'-•̂  See, tor example, the case study of regulation in Euigi
Guiso, Paola Sapienza ;ind Luigi /ingales, "Ihe Cxist of
Banking Regulation," NBFR Working Paper 12501, August
2006. Thev lake a case studv instead ot a cross-counlrv view.

arguing, "These twt) views ol regulation arc hard to disen-
tangle empirically. According to the benign view ot regula-
tion, governments intervene moic where markets tail more.
Hence, any attempt to estimate ihe effect oi bank regulation
would spuriously atlribiile a negative effeet to bank legiila-
tion unless the pre-existing degree ot market tailure is con-
trolled for (an almost impossible task)."

"' For example, Barth, (!aprio and I.evine include the extent
of credit ralings lor large banks in their index of "private
monitoring." Surely credit ratings reflect private monitoring,
but might a county's economic size and integration with
other large economies play a delerminative role in this vari-
able? Similarly, tliis index assumes higher private monitoring
if a country has no explicit deposit insurance scheme, but
might that rellect an implied government backing? See page
139 oi the book for a description of this index.

'' In leterence to their measuring policies on paper and not
necessarily actual or optimal practice on the ground, the
authors argue, "This shortcoming may reduce confidence in
our ectmometric work, and if the primary result of this book
is 'merely' to encourage greater ettort to measure superviso-
ry eitectiveness, we will be pleased" (p. 11).

"̂  See vvww.niinneapolisfed.org/pubs/region/96-l2/tobin.
cfm.
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